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ABSTRACT
This paper follows earlier work showing a new approach to observe water
bodies from Earth orbiting satellites [1, 2, 3, 4]. The basic idea was the
measurement of the water volume as first developed by Heron, a mathematician
and citizen of ancient Alexandria. As the water level rises and falls, the volume of
slices of the water column can be measured. Each slice is described by
observations of area and level. Heron’s formula gives the volume of each slice.
The satellite based version of this idea uses Landsat images to measure the surface
area and radar altimeters to measure the water level. The fact that both the Landsat
and radar altimetry data are freely available for download makes the technique
practical.
Following the previous approach, an area-level relationship can be computed
and related analysis products can be made, including volume (as a function of
time, or the water level, or the water area) and bathymetry (based on the shorelines
outlined at various water levels). The technique was demonstrated on Lake Nasser
with satellite data from 1998 to 2004, which is the best period with good Landsat
imagery and overlapping radar altimetry. Analysis was presented for sections of
the lake with areas in the range of 100 to 10,000 km2, and on smaller areas of
connected tributaries (including the canal connection to the Toshka Lake).
The fusion of the two data sets is a simple idea; however, there are many
considerations about possible sources of errors in both Landsat imagery and radar
altimetry before making the method of routine use. A preliminary analysis would
show that most of the observed errors are due to altimeter-derived levels rather
than the Landsat-derived surface algorithm [2].
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In this paper we use ground truth data from Lake Nasser gauge level station
which started collecting data in June 1972 on left bank of the Nile River on the
abutment wall at the entrance of the U.S. diversion canal. The reading range is
from 165.0 to 185.0 meters and the level of the zero gauge is 0 meters.
In a first step we use in situ averages of monthly min and max. A constant is
subtracted from the in situ levels to match the datum of the radar altimeter data.
The average is then assigned to the 15th of the month. This not as precise as using
daily level readings for the exact dates of the radar altimetry data, however, the
preliminary comparisons show good agreement between the two independent data
sets.
In a second step, we use in situ daily data for the period 1998-2003
(approximately 60 records) recorded at Landsat dates. We replace radar altimetry
with in situ data and the result is a tighter fit to the area-level curve. A close
examination of radar altimetry vs in situ levels shows that there are long periods of
time when the rms of radar altimetry levels is about 10 cm, and brief periods of
time when the rms is very much larger (as large as 1 m).
Although conclusions cannot be drawn being the in situ levels not known for
exactly altimeter dates, this has also been noted by other studies in different
regions. These largest discrepancies appear to be the same as discrepancies found
with using radar altimetry in synergy with Landsat. This behavior will be
investigated and discussed. The possible availability of longer in situ time series
would permit to better establish what caused (or may have caused) the larger
discrepancies.
Lake Nasser could become an important ’test bed' for inland water radar
altimetry - for both older data and newer systems - and especially important for
exploitation in the Sahara region in synergy with optical imagery to derive water
volume variations and bathymetry.
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